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Valentine’s Day #2a 

Carson’s class is exchanging valentines. When Carson gets home, he sees that some people attached something to their 
valentine and some did not. He made the table below. 

Card only  
Candy  
Sticker  
Toy  

 

1. How many Valentines cards did Carson receive in all? 

 

 

 

2. Make a graph of the data in Carson’s table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Use your graph to tell what Carson received most and what he received least.  

 

 

 

4. How many more people gave Carson a sticker than a toy? Explain how you know. 
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Valentine’s Day #2a 

Carson’s class is exchanging valentines. When Carson gets home, he sees that some people attached something to their 
valentine and some did not. He made the table below. 

Card only 
Candy 
Sticker 
Toy 

1. How many Valentines cards did Carson receive in all?

He received 25 cards.

2. Make a graph of the data in Carson’s table.

The type of graph may vary based on the student’s understanding of various types of graphs.

3. Use your graph to tell what Carson received most and what he received least.

Most: Stickers Least: Toys

4. How many more people gave Carson a sticker than a toy? Explain how you know.

9 – 4 = 5 5 more people gave a sticker.
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Valentine’s Day #2b 

Carson’s class is exchanging valentines. When Carson gets home, he sees that some people attached something to their 
valentine and some did not. He made the table below. 

Card only 
Candy 
Sticker 
Toy 

1. How many Valentines cards did Carson receive in all?

2. Carson randomly selects a card from his bag of valentines. What is the probability that the card has nothing attached?.

3. Carson pulls out two cards from his bag. What is the probability that:

a. Both cards have a sticker attached?

b. One card has a sticker and the other has a toy?

4. What is the probability that Carson pulls out a card with a sticker or a card with a candy?
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Valentine’s Day #2b   

Carson’s class is exchanging valentines. When Carson gets home, he sees that some people attached something to their 
valentine and some did not. He made the table below. 

Card only 
Candy 
Sticker 
Toy 

1. How many Valentines cards did Carson receive in all?

25 valentines.

2. Carson randomly selects a card from his bag of valentines. What is the probability that the card has nothing attached?

5/25 = 1/5 

3. Carson pulls out two cards from his bag. What is the probability that:

a. Both cards have a sticker attached?

9/25 x 8/24 = 72/600 = 3/25 

b. One card has a sticker and the other has a toy?

9/25 x 4/24 = 36/600 = 3/50 

4. What is the probability that Carson pulls out a card with a sticker or a card with a candy?

9/25 + 7/25 = 16/25 
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